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1. Given the Either China or Pakistan will disagree's is false, which one of the following not
correct?
a. If Pakistan disagrees, then China will disagree
b. If China disagrees, then Pakistan will disagree
c. China will disagree, if and only if, Pakistan disagrees
d. If Pakistan does not disagree then
China will disagree
2. Which one of the following statements is not correct?
a. A valid argument with false premises does not guarantee truth of its conclusion
b. A valid argument with a false conclusion does not guarantee truth of its premises
c. A valid argument with a true conclusion must have true premises
d. A valid argument with a true conclusion must have a true conclusion
3. Identify the following propositions as A, E, I, O and select the correct answer using the
codes given below the propositions:
a. No happy persons are non-virtuous.
b. All non-virtuous persons are nonhappy persons.
c. A few students study logic.
d. Not all students are students of philosophy
Whihc is correct sequence?
a. I A E O
b. E O I A
c. I O E A
d. E A I O
4. Which of the following propositions are simple propositions?
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a. Becoming is synthesis of Being and Non-being
b. Indian culture is composite culture
c. Truth is one but wise men have stated it in different ways
d. The world is created by God yet there is evil in the world
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a. 1, 2 and 3
b. 2 and 3
c. 1 and 2
d. 1, 3 and 4
5. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using the code given below the Lists:
List-I (Propositions)

List-II (Venn Diagrams)

A. A friend in need is a friend indeed

1. S P X

B. A few great men are are not kind-hearted

2. S P

C. Cashew nuts are grown in Goa

3. X S P

D. Never can the rights be separated from duties

4. S P

ABCD
a.

3 2 4 1

b.

4 1 3 2

c.

3 1 4 2

d.

4 2 3 1
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